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Heat as a Side Efect of Oil Productoo
Abstract
●

The goal of oil producton is the extracton of a useful energy carrier out of earth.

●

With each barrel of oil, some heat is extracted out of the earth.

The heat is unvisible, not audible, it does not smell : But it is a kind of waste contaminatng
the environment.
●

●

Over tme, the heat has a added up to a very large pile of waste.

●

This waste forms a temperature wall, hindering future oil producton.

●

Surmountng the wall costs energy, reducing the usefulness of the extracted oil.

●

In some years, the wall so high that oil producton gets senseless.
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Iotroductoo

Preface:
The Hills-Group has developed an equaton for the calculaton of the energy required for oil
producton see: The Hills Group, „Depletio: A determioatio fir the wirld's petrileum
reserve“, page 8, Eq #7)
●

This ETP-equaton predicts, that in the year 2029 the energy required will be as large as the
useful exergy of oil
●

●

The ETP-equaton has been derived by using the second law of thermodynamics

The derivaton has a disadvantage: it is understandable only for people with a good
background in thermodynamics
●

In this set of slides an alternatve approach for the equaton is developed, which is hopefully)
simpler to understand
●

●

In a very diferent way, the same equaton is derived
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The Secood Law of Thermodyoamics

This law can be described with a lot of phrases.

One verbalizaton is:

A well-known phrasing is:

„If two objects are in thermal equilibrium, cooling
one and heatng the other can be done only with
external energy supply“

„The entropy of an isolated system can only increase“
A quanttatve modern phrase used by engineers is
the „entropy rate balance equaton for control
volumes“, which allows dimensioning of gas turbines
etc.
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Two Pots of Water

5

Each pot contains one liter of water, each at 50 °C.
They are in thermal equilibrium in a closed system.

Consequence:

Afer some tme one is at 51 °C, the other at 49 °C.
This can‘t happen by itself, because this state has a
lower entropy than the equilibrium state has.

It does not mater how the change has happened, the
result tells us:

The energy to heat one and cool the other one must
have been supplied by an external energy source.

„External Energy has been necessary“
Lower Entropy

Higher Entropy

50°C

50°C

49°C

External Source:
Delivers Energy
Takes Waste Heat

51°C

Expert Page: Two Pots of Water
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Entropy change of material by temperature change from T₁ → T₂

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln

T2
T1

with:

m:
c:

m = 1 kg
c: specifc heat capacity H₂O = 4.19 kJ/ kg · K)
Higher Entropy

Entropy change of right system is negatve:

Lower Entropy

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln
ΔS=m⋅c⋅(ln

50°C

50°C

Eq. 1)

mass of material kg)
heat capacity of material J/ kg · K))

49°C

51°C

273+49
273+51
+m⋅c⋅ln
273+50
273+50

322
324
+ln
)=−0. 9585e-6⋅m⋅c
323
323

ΔS=−0.9585e-6⋅1 kg⋅4.19 kJ /(kg⋅K )
ΔS=−4.0e-5 kJ /K
This process requires external energy and heat supply
see: Moran/Shapiro „Fuodameotals if Eogioeeriog Thermidyoamics“

Geothermal Power Plaots
Temperature of the earth ioterior
●

●

●

Most Oil
Reservoirs

●

●

T °C)

Earth Temperature Increase with Depth

●

The black line is the temperature gradient in
the earth interior, determined with a drill hole.
All realized geothermal power plants are on
the right side of the black line. The colored
lines show temperature curves for three of
them.
The more distant from the black line, the
beter the effciency of the plants.
Power plants near the black line have got
bankrupt sooner or later.
No power plants have been realized on the lef
side of the black line.
The black line poses a limit for technical useful
temperature gradients.

Source: BMU: „Geothermische
Stromerzeugung“)
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Thermal Equilibrium
Temperatures io thermal equilibrium are
matched
●

●

●

●

Two objects in thermal equilibrium have the
same temperature
Without external infuence, they will hold
their temperature, no heat will fow from one
to the other
To make one object warmer than the other,
energy must be spent.
The amount of energy can be calculated using
mass, heat capacity and temperature
diference of the object

The earth is io thermal equilibrium
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

In millions of years the earth has developed a
thermal equilibrium except vulcanic areas)
The earth core has a temperature of about 5500°
– 6000° Celsius
The earth surface in some meter depth has an
average temperature of about 11° Celsius in
Germany corresponds to the average annual
temperature)
The gradient of the earth temperature amounts
about 35 Kelvin per 1000 m of depth
The temperature distributon did not change in
hundred thousands of years
The gradient hides the thermal equilibrium of
surface and interior
Weather and seasons lead to short term
fuctuatons on the earth surface, which have no
infuence on the earth interior
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Work for Chaoge of Temperature
Earth aod a Capacitator
U1

●

dW =−q⋅dU
Q

U2

1
2
W =∫ U (q )dq = C U
2
0

●

●

●

T1
OIL

dW =−m⋅c⋅dT
W =?

●

●

T2
●

Conventonal Crude Oil reservoirs have typically a
depth of more than 1000 m and have temperatures
in the range of 30°C-60°C
A 1000 m thick layer of earth has a typical thermal
relaxaton tme in the order of 47000 years see
below)
Earth surface and earth interior can be compared
with two plates of an capacitator, isolated by the
earth layer
A constant current q into the capacitator results in a
constant increase of the voltage U
An increasing voltage U of the capacitator requires
an increasing work W for further voltage increases
A constant heat current by oil from the earth
interior ending in the earth surface with heat
capacity m*c results in a constant temperature T
increase
The higher the temperature, the larger the work W
to achieve additonal temperature increases
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Expert Page: Thermal Relaxatoo Time
Equatoo for thermal relaxatoo tme
−t
T (t )=T 0 exp ( )
TR
T R=

T R=

●

Eq. 2a)

●

ρ =1700..2500 kg /m3 ,here 2000 kg / m3

2

d ⋅ρ⋅c
λ

Eq. 2b)
●
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T R ≈4.1⋅10 h=47000 years

Earth heat capacity:

c=0.22 ..0.43 Wh /kgK ,here 0.43 Wh /kgK

2

1000 ⋅2000⋅0.43 2 m⋅K kg W⋅h
m
2.1
W m3 kg⋅K

Time in which a temperature diference
decreases to 36.8% of the inital value
Earth specifc density:

●

Earth heat conductvity:

λ =0.47 ..2.1 W /mK ,here 2.1 W /mK
●

Typical depth of oil reservoirs:

d=1000 m and more
●

160 years of commercial oil extracton are
neclectable compared to the relaxaton
tme
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Oil productoo aod Thermodyoamic Equilibrium
Earth Temperatures
Values magnified for clarification

Lower Entropy !

Higher Entropy !

Temperature

Surface temperature

Oil productoo aod heat traosport
●

●

●

Interior temperature
Deviaton
Diferencesum
Temperature

●

●

Lower Entropy !

Higher Entropy !

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020 2040
Year

Oil producton results in heat transport from
the earth interior to the surface.
The thermodynamic equilibrium of the earth
gets disturbed. The distorton requires the
input of energy
The surface gets a litle bit warmer compared
to the natural state. The interior gets a litle bit
cooler.
The diference of both deviatons increases
over the years.
This results in an always increasing energy
expenditure, necessary to disturb the
thermodynamic equilibrium and to extract oil.
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Expert page : Oil productoo aod Thermodyoamic Equilibrium
Entropy change of earth material by temperature change from T₁ → T₂

T2
T1

m: mass of earth material kg)
c:
heat capacity of earth material J/ kg · K))
Neither mass nor specifc heat capacity of involved fracton of the earth are
known. Lets assume 0.1 K temperature change.
We assume an oil reservoir temperature of 323 K, and an earth surface
temperature of 284 K, 1400 m reservoir depth, and an gradient of 35 K/1000m:

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln

with:

Eliminaton of the temperature diference caused by the gradient results in a
„degradiented“ reservoir temperature of 323-49 K=274 K, giving an entropy change:

273.9
284.1
+m⋅c⋅ln
274
284
ΔS=−1.3e-5⋅m⋅c

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln

The entropy change caused by oil producton is negatve:

ΔS<0
Oil Producton requires external energy and heat supply.

Eq. 3)

Experts homework:
What results for the
oil fow, if the
degradientng is
invalid ?
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Quaottatve Discussioo of Temperature Iocrease
Assumpton: Each year the same mass of oil and water is produced
Year 0: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a small temperature, no temperature diference
must be overcome
●

Year 1: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a second small temperature, the frst small
temperature diference must be overcome, requiring a litle energy
●

Year 2: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a third small temperature, two small temperature
diferences must be overcome, requiring twice the litle energy
●

Year n: Oil producton has heated the earth exterior by a n small temperatures, all of the small
diferences must be overcome, requiring much energy
●

Each year the same amount of oil is produced, but the energy required per mass unit of oil gets larger
and larger. At some point in tme the energy required per kg of oil is larger than its energy content !
=> then oil producton gets senseless.
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Numeric Example for Temperature Iocrease
Assumpton: Each year the same mass of oil and water is produced
Year 0: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a small temperature, no temperature diference
must be overcome
●

Year 1: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a second small temperature, the frst small
temperature diference must be overcome, requiring a litle energy
●

Year 2: Oil producton heats the earth exterior by a third small temperature, two small temperature
diferences must be overcome, requiring twice the litle energy
●

Year n: Oil producton has heated the earth exterior by a n small temperatures, all of the small
diferences must be overcome, requiring much energy
●

Each year the same amount of oil is produced, but the energy required per mass unit of oil gets larger
and larger. At some point in tme the energy required per kg of oil is larger than its energy content !
=> then oil producton gets senseless.
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Expert page: Emergeoce of a Temperature Iocrease
Oil extracton accounts for the transport of masses
mi t) with a total heat content q t) to the earth
surface

q(t)=(T R−T 0 )⋅∑ mi (t)⋅c i
i

Eq. 4)

Heat transport from the earth interior results in a
small temperature increase relatve to the
equilibrium between earth surface and earth interior.
The increase T (t ) is the heat divided by the earth
thermal capacity :

T (t )=

q(t)
m S⋅c S

T t) is small, but not neglectble.
This process exists for a lot of years k now.

∑i mi (t )⋅c i =mC (t)⋅c C +mW (t)⋅c W

Eq. 5)

Index C: crude oil
Index W: water
Index S: surface of earth)
c: spec. heat capacity [J/kg/K]
TR: average reservoir temperature [K]
T0: average environment temperature
~25° C [=298,15 K]
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Eq. 6)

Expert page: Iotegral Temperature Iocrease
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The heat transport as a functon of tme is:

q̇(t)=(T R−T 0 )⋅∑ ṁi (t)⋅c i

Eq. 7)

i

In the year k the total heat Q k) transported to the
earth surface from the begin of oil extracton is:
k

k

Q(k)=∫ q̇(t)dt=∫ (T R −T 0 )[ ∑ ṁi (t)⋅c i ]dt
0

0

Eq. 8)

i

And the total temperature raise is:

T (k )=

Q(k)
mS⋅c S

Because the earth surface mass mS is very large, the
temperature raise is very small and not measurable.

Eq. 9)

Expert page: Aooual Temperature Iocrease
In the year k+1 the heat transport is:

δ q (k +1)=(T R −T 0 )⋅∑ δ mi (k +1)⋅c i

Eq. 10)

i

In this year the additonal temperature increase δ T (k +1) is:

δ T (k +1)=

δ q(k +1)
mS⋅c S

Eq. 11)

Resultng in a total temperature increase of:

T (k +1)=

Q (k) δ q(k +1) Q (k +1)
+
=
mS⋅c S
m S⋅c S
m S⋅c S

Eq. 12)

d: prefx for annual value
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Expert page: Work Required to iocrease the Temperature
The work δ W (k +1) in the year k+1 to generate the
temperature change is to be calculated from the
temperature diference tmes heat capacity of the
earth surface

δ W (k +1)=mS⋅c S⋅T (k +1)

Eq. 13)

Q (k +1)
δ W (k +1)=mS⋅c S⋅
=Q (k +1)
m S⋅c S

Eq. 14)

This is the amount of work necessary to generate the temperature
diference in the year k
Division of δ W (k +1) by the amount of crude oil m k+1) produced
in the year k+1 results in the annual work =energy) required per
mass unit of crude oil.

e(k +1)=

δ W (k +1)
Q (k +1)
=
δ mC (k+1) δ mC (k +1)

Eq. 15)
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Discussioo of Result
●
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The exergy per kg e k) of crude oil in each year is the work required in this year
divided by the mass of the oil in the same year.
k

e(k)=
●

●

●

●

∫ (T R −T 0 )[ ṁC (t )⋅cC + m˙W (t)⋅cW ]dt
0

δ mC (k)

Eq. 16)

The work required for oil extracton increases with tme, depending on the history of
extracton. The increasing temperature diference between earth surface and
interior is the cause.
The more oil is produced, the more exergy is necessary for each following barrel.
Each barrel requires a litle more exergy than the previous barrel.
For experts: To determine the necessary energy, the exergy e k) is to divided by
the effciency of the process convertng energy to work. here 62%, the practcal
useful part of oils thermal energy content)).
The equaton above is identcal to the Hills Group report page 8, Eq #7). It has been
solved in the HG report, using the data displayed in the following slides.

Reservoir temperature
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Temperature Diference to Well Botom vs Time USA)
Crude Oil - Well Depths vs Time USA)

55

2000
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crd_welldep_s1_a.htm

Depths m)

1750

1500

1250

1000
1950

Temperature diference K)

Assumption: 35 K / 1000m

50
45
40
35
30
1950

1963

1977

1991

2004

Year
Developmental Wells

Linear Fit

1963

1977

1991

2004

The medium depth of theYear
wells increases as a
functon of tme, as well as the medium
temperature at the well
botom.
Medium
Temperatur

Water cut
„Water cut“ is the percentage of water which
fows together with crude oil out of the well.
[1] Because water has a higher mass density
and heat capacity, it transports signifcant
more heat than the same volume of oil.

Surface Water Cut vs Reservoir Extracton
70
Water Cut, fracton

60

Water Cut %)

50

The „water cut“ gets calculated by HG using
the Buckley-Leveret equaton of the fuid
mechanics. The resultng functon is balanced
such that the „water cut“ has been in the year
2005 equal to 54%.

40
30

2005

20
10
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Percent Extracton
See: Halliburton, „Oilfeld water management“, htp://www.halliburton.com/en-US/ps/solutons/clean-energy/oilfeld-watermanagement/default.page?node-id=hgjyd44q
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Crude oil Productoo
Oil Producton

10
5

World Crude Oil
HG: parabolic simulaton
HG: skewed parabolic
simulaton

0
1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020 2040
Year

Annual and Cumulatve Crude oil Producton
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Formula of HillsGroup
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Crude oil Gb)

20

Formula of HillsGroup

Crude Oil Gb)
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Cumulatve oil producton

including Simulation for Conventional Oil

30
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Year

Source: 1950-1964 compiled by Worldwatch Institute from U.S. Department of Defense and U.S. Department of Energy data; 19652014 data from U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, International Energy Statistics Website, June 2015.
(Additional resources: www.eia.doe.gov)

ETP-Model – Diagram
Grafc Display of eTP(t)
●

●

eTP

●

●

●

The creaton of a temperature disequilibrium within earth requires a very high
energy expenditure
eTP t) requires today 2017) about 56% of
the thermal energy content of crude oil
2029 will the specifc producton energy be
as high as the theoretcal useful value of
the energy content of crude oil carnot
process)
At the latest in 2029 crude oil producton
will make energetcal and economical no
sense
Even 2022 is critcal
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ETP - Modell

A law of physics tells us:
Io some years oil productoo will hit a severe limit.
Physics laws cao‘t get violated.

Fath Birol: Leave oil before it leaves us

END
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Neclectog the Temperature Gradieot
We assume an oil reservoir temperature of 323 K, and an earth surface
temperature of 284 K, and neclect the gradient of 35 K/1000m:

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln

T2
T1

with:

m:
c:

mass of earth material kg)
heat capacity of earth material J/ kg · K))

Lets assume 0.1 K temperature change, caused by oil transport from the reservoir
to the surface. This corresponds to an entropy change of:

322.9
284.1
+m⋅c⋅ln
323
284
ΔS=+4.2e-5⋅m⋅c

ΔS=m⋅c⋅ln

The entropy change caused by oil transport gets positve.
If a process leads to an higher entropy state, it can run by itself, without external
enery spending.
This would result in a never observed efect: If a hole is drilled, and at the botom of
the hole is a liquid oil without gas) warmer than the surface, the liquid must creep
out of the hole by itself !
=> Neclectng the gradient is erroneous.
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Questoos aod Aoswers #1
Q1: Why do you analyze thermal diferences ?
A: I have made a thermodynamic analysis of oil producton. Each machine, each animal, each plant, each
motor works corresponding to the laws of thermodynamics. I have done a natural thing.
Q2: Why don‘t you see that chemical energy of oil dwarfes thermal diferences ?
A: The thermal diferences are small, but they accumulate. The following image might explain it:
Oil producton has the consequence of extracton of heat out of the earth. Oil extracton causes a kind of
environmental polluton, caused by garbage heat). Each barrel of oil is accompanied by a small package of
garbage accumulatng on earth. The oil producers put them on a pile. The pile gets higher with each
package, and over tme the packages get larger because of increasing water cut and temperature
diference).
Now the pile is so high, that throwing the packages on top of the pile requires a lot of energy.
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Questoos aod Aoswers #2
Q3: Why do you believe thermal diferences limit pumping oil, not depth and gravity ?
A: In words: At the beginning of oil producton more than hundred years ago only the gravitatonal energy
had to be overridden. Afer some months the thermal diferences required more energy than the
gravitatonal energy. Now, afer more than hundred years, the energy required to overcome the
temperature diference for a barrel is nearly as high as the chemical energy contained in the barrel of oil.
In formulas: Slides 14 to 18 show the calculaton, giving the high energy values i menton.
Q4: The cooling of the crust by water injecton or other means would be negligible given the immense mass
of the Earth.
A: Eq 14 shows see that mass and thermal capacity of earth cancel on denominator and numerator.
Therefore, the thermodynamic work to extract oil is independent of the mass. If the mass of would be not
so high, for example only 1000 million tons, other persons would have done my calculaton years before
me. The nearly „infnite“ mass has hidden the facts.
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Questoos aod Aoswers #3
Q5: Any oil geologist would say that the energy necessary to pump a given amount of oil from a given depth has
remained constant. Most felds didn't even have to be pumped in the inital stages of exploitaton, as they fow
under their own pressure.
A: This is a thermodynamic analysis, not a geological. From a diferent branch of science. A comparable
geological analysis should include a societal EROI analysis as defned by Charles Hall.
Q6: The temperature efects from this calculaton are small compared to real day temperature changes. They
seem neclectable. The whole calculaton seems theoretcal and not reality-based.
A: The formulas are based on the 2nd law of thermodynamics, which is always valid. It is a very strong and
important law. To say, the law is not valid, because the efects are too small, is careless. In contrast, it requires
very good reasons to conclude that the law can‘t be applied.
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Questoos aod Aoswers #4
Q7: Why you care to calculate “the work … to generate the temperature change” between oil and water in
the subsurface higher temperature) and the surface ?
A: Oil and water are substances, which transfer their heat short tme afer they leave the well to the earth
surface. This changes the earth temperature equilibrium => gives a state of lower entropy => requires
external energy.
This temperature change is a side efect of oil producton, which is unavoidable, never considered, but
requires energy.
Q8: The heat from the oil can be used as heat machine, so the heat is benefcial ?
A: The slide for geothermal power plants contains info about the power plants: Soultz-Sous-Forets, Groß
Schönebeck and Lardarello, the colored lines are the temperature gradients at their positon, with the
endpoint at working depths. Afer studying some of this diagrams, i made the observaton, that nobody
tries to build a power plant along the black line. The argument was always, that they are too expensive.
This seemed to be one of the cost/energy intermixtures, where costs are mentoned, but the energy
relatons don‘t work. Most oil reservoirs are near the black curve. So i‘m quite sure that your proposed
heat engine might work for a short tme, but will be too expensive thereafer.
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Questoos aod Aoswers #5
Q9: Why do you speak of thermal equilibrium ? Plate tectonics and oil formaton are processes which
always have changed the earth and its interior ?
A: Its depending on the tme scale and locaton. Oil producton lasts for 160 years. Oil formaton has
happened about 200 to 500 million years ago. Times of hundred thousand to a million years have been
long enough for reaching thermal equilibrium. Most of the areas of oil reservoirs are not in tectonic critcal
areas.
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